Worksheet 8. Vocabulary review

Choose all of the correct completions.

1. Typically, Type A personalities are not laid-back. They are _____.
   - ✔competitive  ✔driven  ✔critical  □tolerant

2. Typically, Type B personalities are not so demanding. They are _____.
   - □tough  □trusting  □flexible  □persuasive

3. Type A personalities are often good _____.
   - □actors  □CEOs  □managers  □tour guides

4. Type B personalities are often good _____.
   - □accountants  □TV personalities  □team members  □at conversation

5. Joe is not pleasant. Everybody knows about his constant bad _____.
   - □adventure  □mood  □posture  □attitude

6. It’s easy to deal with Ramona. She’s very _____.
   - □intense  □tough  □flexible  □patient

7. Ann is successful in her career. She has had a lot of _____.
   - □advancement  □recognition  □achievements  □accomplishments

8. Paolo works hard to get what he wants. He is very ________.
   - □imperfect  □high-powered  □intense  □competitive

9. Ali is trying hard to achieve his _____.
   - □goals  □drive  □friends  □attention

10. I want my friends to be _____.
    - □loyal  □difficult  □accepting  □trusting

11. Pierre knows a lot of people. He has a lot of ________.
    - □friends  □concerns  □thirst  □acquaintances